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Comenius – Co-operation
between schools in Europe

• To improve and increase
the mobility of pupils and
educational staff in different
Member States
• To enhance and increase
partnerships
between
Part of the EU’s Lifeschools in different Member
long Learning Programme,
States, with at least three
Comenius seeks to develop million pupils taking part in
knowledge and understanjoint educational activities
ding among young people
by 2010
and educational staff of the • To encourage language
diversity of European cultu- learning, innovative ICTres , languages and values. It based content, services and
helps young people acquire better teaching techniques
the basic life skills and com- and practices
petences necessary for their • To enhance the quality
personal development, for
and European dimension of
future employment and for teacher training
active citizenship.
• To improve pedagogical
approaches and school maComenius has the follonagement
wing goals:

Comenius Questionnaire of Energy
Finnish students:

The Comenius programme
focuses on the first phase of
education, from pre-school
and primary to secondary
schools.

Finnish students think that solar power is the best way to produce energy. Howerer, 65% of students accept the building of a new
nuclear plant and most of the students don’t want working plants to be closed.

German students:

European Environment Awareness
Programm for this Comenius
project European Environment Awareness.
We have had good cooperation between schools
in Nettuno (Italy), St Agata
di Militello (Italy), Kaiserslautern (Germany) and our
school Pyhäjoki (Finland).
During this year we had interesting and fine meetings
in Pyhäjoki, Nettuno and
St Agata di Militello. Many
students and teachers had
a possibility to take part in
these meetings.
The themes of the meetings were energy, pollution
and food and environment.

Students discussing about energy in Pyhäjoki.
environment and territory
problems, to improve lanThe main objectives of our guage competences and to
Comenius project are to support the development of
develop awareness about new advanced technological
PAUL KESKI-PANULA

In this newspaper you can
read only short extracts of
the presentations students
skills.
have prepared. More information can be found on our
The school and students
wikipage www.eeawiki.eu German students Jonas, Fabian, Sam, Joshua and Marc visiting Hanhave got financial support
hikivi, old border between Russia and Finland. Hanhikivi can be a place
from EU’s Lifelong Learning
for a nuclear power plant in the future.
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Meeting in
Language, culture and new
opportunities

Internationality and questions
about environment

Basilio, Renata, Sari, Tiina and Katharina in Anzio
HENNA OJA

Comenius project has been a
special chance for many young
people to see the world and
learn to know different cultures
as well as meeting new people.
Without Comenius it wouldn’t
have been possible to get those friends. That is how also
Michele Di Dio and Michael
Gazia from Italia´s Sicily think
about it. These young people,
who love travelling, think, that
without Comenius it couldn’t
maybe be possible to visit Finland and Germany.
These friends of Sicilia´s Capo
d´Orlando take part in this project with open mind. It is nice to
travel and it is great when such
a wonderful opportunity is arranged even through school.

“Comenius has given me an
excellent chance to develop
my English skills by talking with
youth from other countries. At
the same time I have been able
to travel outside of my own
country”, tells Michael.

and also from that how other
schools work and what kind of
practices they have. Michele
has once visited Finland and
would very much like to come
back to Finland and to Pyhäjoki
someday. Michele thinks that
Pyhäjoki is a pleasant place beMichele thinks that one of cause it is very small compared
the best sides of the Comenius to his own hometown. It is also
project is meeting new, nice very quiet in Pyhäjoki.
people. Pollution was the main
theme of the project in NettuThe boys believe that the best
no in Italy. This issue was dis- way to reduce pollution and
cussed extensively during three the climate warming is absoludays from multiple perspecti- tely to use more solar energy
ves. Interesting presentations and renewable energy anyway.
were given for example on the People should also keep the nasituation of the Baltic Sea and ture more clean all around the
the quality of air.
world. And the emissions and
the waste from the factories
In the Comenius project should also be much lower than
these boys have learnt much it is now.
about the problem of pollution

Comenius students and teachers in Nettuno

Students visiting the solar power plant of Enipower in Nettuno

MIRA HALUNEN

Comenius-project already in
last autumn. They visited also
the upper secondary school of
Pyhäjoki. In Nettuno girls attended to the group work we
did in the school. They were
also showing the school to the
visitors.

In Nettuno the subject of
Comenius-project was pollution. Groups from every country made presentations and
explained it to other students
in the project. From Pyhäjoki
there were 3 groups having a
presentation. They told about
In girls opinion the Comeniuspollution of air, the Baltic Sea project has been a wonderful
and the river Pyhäjoki.
experience. They have got new
friends and by getting to know
Sara and Alessia, students of students from other countries,
ITC Emanuela Loi, the school they’ve of course learned some
we visited in Nettuno were in culture but they have also seen

“different reality.” They have
understood that the schools
are very different from each
other.
Renata Coppola, coordinator
of Nettuno is English teacher
in ITC Emanuela Loi. She tells
that students of the school
had made presentations about
Nettuno and Anzio. In her opinion student’s language skills
are better now: “Students have
enjoyed arranging the project,
and they have learned lots of
new things”, she tells.
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n Nettuno
Nettuno
The town of Nettuno is located on by the Tyrrhenian Sea on
the Italian coast. The distance from Nettuno to Rome is just
60 km. Endless Sea, gorgeous yachts on the coast, streets
and buildings from the Middle Ages, idyllic little restaurants
and kind people – welcome to Nettuno.
ASSI NÄRHI

We, the second year students
from Pyhäjoki’s upper secondary school spent three days
of our study trip in Nettuno.
We got acquainted with Italian lifestyle in the school of
Emanuela LOI. Our upper secondary school participated in
Comenius project with schools
of Emanuela LOI from Nettuno,
Sant’Agat Militello from Sicily
and Kaiserslautern from Germany. We dealt with environment and pollution in Finland,
Germany and Italy. The students from Nettuno had made
PowerPoint
presentations
about Nettuno and Anzio which
is a town close to Nettuno.
In addition to working in
school we spent time with our
Italian and German frineds. We
visited EniPowers solar power

plant, ate Italian food, got acquainted with attractions of
Nettuno which students from
Nettuno presented to us in
English and on the last evening
we went bowling.

After-moods
Nettuno made an impression
on us. It is a place where it would
be nice to go again. It’s easy
to understand tourists who
find their ways to Nettuno’s
seaside and town. Ville Solinen says that town is nice and
peaceful but still big enough to
find bustle there. “In Summer
Nettuno may have been much
prettier and cooler. The coast
was so great”, thinks Solinen.
Also Maria Keski-Panula got a
positive picture of Nettuno: “It
was nice to get acquainted with
new people and I could have
been stayed there longer.”

Students having a great time at the Anzio beach.

Protection of the Nature
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Food and Environment

Pyhäjoki students’ thoughts
on Italy
“Indeed I enjoyed my stay in Italy.
Now I believe that this was a great
experience that opened my eyes about
the world and gave me some global
knowledge.”
“Rome was indeed a
immortal city.”

“The time literally stopped in Sicily
and all the rush was gone. You wish
that you’d never have to leave.“

“It was really amazing
to see “the real Italy” and
meet people who really live
there. It was an experience
that I will never forget!”

“The trip with our class to Italy
was one of the best I’ve ever had!
We had a great time with our
schoolmates and students from
other countries.”

“Thank you of your
hospitality in Nettuno!
It was nice to participate
the Comenius project with
you!”

Comenius teachers preparing the project

On the top of a hill in Capo d’Orlando in Sicily

